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La Salle’s Nonprofit Center Launches Social Enterprise Activities for Local Nonprofits:
Helping Nonprofit Organizations Raise Unrestricted Funds to Support Programs
(February 27, Philadelphia, PA -- ) As nonprofits continue to struggle with the challenges of fundraising,
fueled by ever-increasing demand for services, the fundraising holy grail of unrestricted funds is even more
critical. The Nonprofit Center at La Salle University’s School of Business has begun working with area
nonprofits to help create social enterprises, businesses inside or outside of their organization that are
created to generate unrestricted funds to support their programs and services.
“Social enterprise can take the form of activities such as a thrift shop or a café, but also means providing
a specialized service to other organizations, as some of our clients are doing now,” said Lori Moffa, the
center’s consulting director.
The program involves first exploring with the nonprofit the feasibility of a social enterprise, then
planning so that the organization can implement it. “While this program is brand new, recent social
enterprise efforts have included an historical society creating an in-house museum and library consulting
practice to assist similar institutions, and a theater interested in an enterprise that would build sets for
other local theater companies,” Moffa said.
Clients will work with Nonprofit Center consultants, which includes a group of retired corporate
executives who share their business acumen with nonprofit clients, in exploring and assessing their social
enterprise options. The Center further supports the client with its wide range of services that generally
strengthen the organization and increase its overall sustainability, including education, planning,
evaluation, resource development, and building its board of directors. The Nonprofit Center may also
leverage assistance from La Salle’s Enterprise Center for the implementation phase of projects.
“We are seeing a growing interest in social enterprise,” Moffa said, “not only for nonprofits
supplementing the limited universe of traditional fundraising, but also for businesses that are recognizing
the value of embracing a new way of doing business. Nonprofits need to recognize that they offer a
wealth of talent and creativity which can be channeled toward developing long-term sources of new
funding for their valuable services,” Moffa added, “and The Nonprofit Center will be working with them to
help discover these untapped opportunities.”
###
The Nonprofit Center at La Salle University’s School of Business helps strengthen nonprofit organizations throughout the Greater
Philadelphia region so they can better serve their constituents. Through comprehensive educational programs, leadership
development, training and consulting services and an information and referral network, the Center’s team of experts has been
working with thousands of organizations since 1981 to enhance their ability to govern, manage and perform more effectively in a
competitive environment.

